
MUSCATINE COUNTY 

CLASS SPECIFICATION 
REVISED: 03/2023 

 

JOB TITLE:  OFFICE/ENVIRONMENTAL LEARNING CENTER MANAGER 

REPORTS TO: DIRECTOR, CONSERVATION BOARD 

DEPARTMENTS: CONSERVATION BOARD 

FLSA STATUS: NON-EXEMPT 

JOB SUMMARY: 

 

Conducts the daily operation of the Conservation Board office and Environmental Learning Center. 

 

ESSENTIAL FUNCTIONS: 

 

Keeps the Conservation Board office and Environmental Learning Center open; greets visitors to the 

Environmental Learning Center; answers questions. 

 

Answers the phone and emails fielding questions or referring them to the appropriate person, department, or 

organization. 

 

Schedules and collects fees for shelter, cabin, Saulsbury Lodge, Environmental Learning Center, canoe, and 

kayak rentals; maintains records of reservations and rentals. Updates rental agreements when necessary. 

Notifies appropriate staff of rentals. 

 

Types all correspondence, reports, proposals, etc. for the Conservation Board; types and distributes meeting 

notices and agendas; attends Conservation Board meetings and takes and types the minutes. 

 

Sorts invoices and prepares claims for Conservation Board approval. Prepares payroll claims for part-time and 

seasonal help. 

 

Takes registrations, collects fees, maintains expense records, sends confirmations for programs such as nature 

camps, public programs, etc. Updates registration forms when necessary. 

 

Assists in caring for the animals (snakes, turtles, amphibians, fish, and raptors) at the Environmental Learning 

Center; feeds animals, cleans cages and aquariums. Observes animals for health problems; takes to veterinary as 

needed; dispenses medication as needed. 

 

Establish and maintains an accurate file system of official documents, periodicals, reports, forms, 

correspondence and minutes which may be of a confidential or politically sensitive nature. 

 

Maintains the donor wall; tracks and records donations, thanks donors, updates donor book, orders plaques for 

donor wall. 

 

Maintains records of material and monetary donations and thanks donors; orders signs for tree memorials and 

other appropriate donations. 

 

Maintains an up-to-date inventory of equipment and facilities. Prepares capital asset additions and deletions. 



Sends out and keeps records of special events permits. 

 

Responsible for layout, editing, writing, and proof-reading articles for the quarterly newsletter. Folds, tapes, and 

mails the newsletter. Maintains the bulk mail account. 

 

Sends news releases for meetings and programs. 

 

Makes camping coupon books; keeps records of purchases. 

 

Gathers data and prepares the annual report. 

 

Files tickets for the Park Officers. 

 

Assists in gathering information for brochures, displays, and newsletter. 

 

Assists in writing grants. 

 

Maintains and updates the Conservation Board website and updates information on the My County Parks 

website. 

 

Performs custodial duties in the office, Environmental Learning Center, and restrooms. Vacuums, dusts 

furniture and displays, empties trash, washes windows, water plants, sweeps and mops floors, cleans toilets and 

sinks, stocks paper towel and toilet paper holders; sets up and takes down tables and chairs for special events; 

changes light bulbs and other light maintenance duties. 

 

Orders animal food, custodial supplies, fuel, aquarium supplies, office supplies, etc. 

 

Assists the Naturalists in preparing for environmental education programs and cleaning up after programs; 

presents informal environmental education programs to small groups. 

 

Assists in the maintenance of the Environmental Learning Center grounds; pulls weeds, picks up litter, sweeps 

sidewalks, shovels snow. 

 

Performs other duties as required. 

 

MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT USED: 

 

Personal Computer 

Copy Machine/Scanner 

Credit Card Terminal 

Housekeeping Equipment 

AV Equipment 

 

MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS REQUIRED: 

 

High school diploma or equivalent and a two-year degree in the natural sciences or business administration 

from an accredited college of university or an equivalent combination of education, experience, and/or training. 

 

LICENSES AND CERTIFICATIONS: 

 

Valid driver’s license; insurable under the Muscatine County insurance policy 

CPR certification 



 

REQUIRED KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, AND ABILITIES: 

 

Knowledge of  conservation principles and practices; trees, shrubs, flowers, fish, reptiles, birds, mammals and 

other wildlife common to Eastern Iowa; Conservation Board rules and regulations; hunting and fishing rules 

and regulations. 

 

Excellent written skills with impeccable grammar and punctuation. 

 

Strong organization skills with a keen eye for detail. 

 

Proficient in the Microsoft Office suite, including Word, Excel, Power Point, Publisher, Outlook and Google 

Calendar. Ability to manage a database, learn County software programs and keep up to date with changing 

technology. 

 

Knowledge of and the ability to apply general office procedures and standard clerical techniques. Knowledge of 

and ability to perform mathematical calculations. 

 

Ability to handle multiple tasks and changing priorities while managing a high degree of accuracy. 

 

Ability to communicate clearly and effectively, both orally and in writing; give informal talks regarding 

conservation to groups of all ages. 

 

Ability to establish and maintain effective working relationships with co-workers, other County departments, 

and the general public. 

  

PHYSICAL AND MENTAL ABILITIES 

 

Some physical effort and manual dexterity required for cleaning, light maintenance duties, climbing ladders, 

loading kayaks and canoes. 

 

Ability to lift and carry heavy objects weighing up to 50 pounds; pushing and or pulling objects weighing up to 

100 pounds. 

 

Good vision is required, either uncorrected or corrected through the use of lens. 

 

WORKING CONDITIONS: 

 

Works primarily in an office environment; however, some time is spent cleaning the Environmental Learning 

Center, animal enclosures, and outdoor restrooms; some exposure to outdoor temperatures. 

 

Some exposure to hazardous situations which involve hazardous chemicals, power tools, or wild animals. 

 

Working time requires irregular hours such as weekends, evenings, and holidays. 

 

This class specification should not be interpreted as all inclusive. It is intended to identify the major 

responsibilities and requirements of this job. The incumbents may be requested to perform job-related 

responsibilities and tasks other than those stated in this specification. 


